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Yin-Yang representation of financial crisis: A Korean perspective 

Abstract 

Although the concepts of Western-Eastern integration to optimise management strategies are 

well-established, investigations on the applicability of these concepts in real-life situations are 

lacking. This study investigates how integration of (Eastern) Yin-Yang principles of seeking 

balance into Western concepts benefitted Koreans in combatting financial crises repercussions. 

Through analysis of 519 South Korean economic magazine covers taken over the period 2007-

2012, the study shows the mindset of Korean society during the 2008 financial crisis. The 

covers provide a balanced interpretation of crisis events as both disastrous and opportunistic. 

Traditional Yin-Yang values therefore appear to be preserved in Korean management 

philosophy, even though contemporary Korean business strategies are strongly influenced by 

Western principles. By comparing these findings with social attitudes during previous crises in 

Korea, the study provides a real-life example of possible benefits of integrating Eastern and 

Western philosophy in management strategies.
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1 Introduction 

“Yin-Yang thinking might well find a valuable place alongside western-style formal 

rationality. Yin-Yang might creatively illuminate processes in social science sense-

making, while formal rationality might provide understanding of demonstrated 

relations between components that require a sense of process for them to be fully 

understood.” [Redding, (2017), pp. 152-153] 

“What is the logic of YinYang? A successful answer … will lift YinYang from an 

indigenous philosophy to a formal system of science philosophy… that is 

complementary to Western metaphysics and dialectics.” [Zhang et al., (2016), p. 

725] 

The contemporary rise of Asian influences on global economy and politics continues to 

proliferate interactions between the West1 and East2. In many instances, opposing cultural 

values or traditions hamper these interactions. Finding appropriate ways to improve fluency in 

multicultural interactions has led to a vast amount of research on strategies to merge Western 

and Eastern perspectives in social and entrepreneurial management (Chen and Miller, 2010), 

business (Liu and Stening, 2016), finance (Kim, 2019), politics (Wu and Bell, 2014) and 

science (Redding, 2017). An Eastern stream receiving much attention is the ideology of Yin-

Yang (Fang, 2012; Li, 2012; Zhang et al., 2016). The Yin-Yang symbol embodies duality, 

paradox, unity in diversity, change, and harmony (Chen and Miller, 2010; Fang, 2012; 

Kommonen, 2011; Li, 2012, 2014a, 2014b; Li et al., 2012; Yun, 2013; Zhang, 2009; Zhang et 

al., 2016). Yin-Yang provides a holistic approach to problem-solving (Chen, 2002; Li, 1998). 

Rather than following the Western idea of ‘either/or’, Yin-Yang suggests that opposites coexist 

within each element of life and are essential for the dynamic transformation of objects (Chen 

and Miller, 2010; Fang, 2012; Kommonen, 2011; Li, 2012, 2014a, 2014b; Li et al., 2012). As 

such, Yin-Yang allows explaining the duality of paradoxes as ‘opposites-in-unity’ (Li, 2014a). 

By allowing paradoxes, Yin-Yang is considered a more balanced framework for decision-

making. It allows decision-making based on both logic and intuition, rather than solely logic 

considered by mainstream Western philosophical frameworks (Burtt, 1953; Li, 2012, 2014b). 
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A pitfall when applying East-Asian management strategies is excess attention to the relational 

perspective between business partners (Chen and Miller, 2011). As such, Chen and Miller 

(2011, p. 6) argue that managers desiring to be successful in the current global environment 

need to build on “the best [practices] from both East and West”.  

To gain a better understanding of Yin-Yang principles and their effects on everyday life in 

South Korea (afterwards Korea), there is a need to demonstrate these principles and influences 

in real-life management studies. An interesting approach from a financial and economic 

perspective is to demonstrate how Yin-Yang was used to represent the financial crisis of 2008 

in Korea. Many studies have shown that Yin-Yang values play an important role in everyday 

Korean life (Ahn, 2009; Cha et al., 2005; Kihl, 1994; Kim and Park, 2003; Kim, 2000, 2001, 

2012; Koo, 2009; Kwon, 2011; Lee and Ramsey, 2011; Lie, 2012; Park, 2009). Yet, as a result 

of the long-living relationship with the USA and other Western countries since the Korean War 

(1950-1953), Korean businesses evolved towards following Western principles of finance and 

economics (Kim et al., 1999; Lee, 2003; Warner, 2016; Wright and Kwon, 2006). Over time, 

a balance has been achieved between these Western strategies whilst maintaining traditional 

Yin-Yang values (Kim and Park, 2003; Mitu, 2015; Yang and Horak, 2017). This balance 

between capitalist and Confucian principles has been considered the “force that has given rise 

to a special kind of capitalism in the Korean society” [Mitu, (2015), p. 32]. It makes Korea an 

ideal example of how Western and Eastern principles can meet and work in harmony. The 2008 

financial crisis is an interesting exemplar to study differences in perception between East and 

West as its repercussions had global as well as local effects on economy and society. One can 

therefore investigate the difference in behaviour between Western and Eastern countries 

towards shared crisis events. Whereas the West generally perceived this period as negative, 

leading to stronger restrictions on financial management (Knights and McCabe, 2015; 
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Loorbach et al., 2016; Tourish and Hargie, 2012), this paper will show that in Korea, the 

financial crisis was regarded rather as a need to renegotiate financial management strategies 

due to a temporary imbalance between Yin and Yang perspectives. As with any crisis, Koreans 

expected that, once an appropriate change in strategy is found, balance between Yin and Yang 

would be restored. This restoration of balance would mark the end of the crisis. This alternative 

viewpoint can provide improved strategies on communication and collaboration within a 

globalised society as “the perception and representation of phenomena …  can give scope for 

motivating and/or justifying responses.” [Loorbach et al., (2016), p. 2].  

The aim of this paper is to exemplify the strength Yin-Yang principles have on Korean life 

using the representation of Yin-Yang in Korean economic magazine covers during the 2008 

financial crisis. To achieve this, we quantitatively analysed the representation of the search for 

balance during crisis events through Yin-Yang using Korean economic magazine front covers. 

This was achieved through mathematically representing the semiotic interpretation of 

traditional Yin-Yang values given to colours and vowels in the Korean language (Hangeul: 

한글). As such, this paper adds to current literature on by providing means to analyse messages 

from an Eastern perspective, thereby improving understanding on appropriately implementing 

Eastern values into Western management strategies, which could improve communication and 

collaboration in multicultural organisations. 

We organised the paper as follows: the first section will introduce the Yin-Yang principles and 

their importance in Korean culture, society and business structures. The methods section will 

describe the dataset and the theoretical framework for quantitatively analysing Yin-Yang 

content on magazine covers. Results will be compared to the behaviour of Koreans during 

previous crises to provide evidence of the importance of Yin-Yang values in Korean life. It 
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will further show how the theoretical framework can be extrapolated to investigate other 

interactions between East and West and how this can improve collaborations within 

multicultural organisations. 

2 Yin-Yang and the Korean Financial Crisis 

2.1 Confucianism and Yin-Yang 

The Yin-Yang symbol originates from Confucianism (Baek, 2012; Fang, 2012; Im, 2007; Kim, 

2012; Li, 2006; Nylan, 2008; Shim, 2004; Yun, 2013). For over 2,500 years, Confucianism has 

been one of the most predominant foundations for philosophy, science, social justice, business, 

cultural values, and ethics in the East, emphasising on moral and ethical human behaviour in 

everyday life (Chung, 2016; Chung et al., 2008; Hofstede and Bond, 1988; Kim and Park, 2003; 

Li, 1998; Little, 2009; Tu, 1996; Yum, 1988). In contrast to contemporary Western culture, 

which focuses more on defining qualities of materialism and individualism (Ahuvia, 2002; 

Eckersley, 2005; Triandis and Gelfand, 1998), Confucian philosophy implies that individuals 

should take their role in a family, community, nation, and nature (Deuchler, 1992; Liu and 

Stening, 2016). Liu and Stening (2016, p. 824) state that: “Confucius based his philosophy on 

familial morals, such as filial piety and brotherly love … and believed that through creating a 

class of true gentlemen his ideas would eventually be implemented”. 

Yin-Yang is considered a unique interpretive framework that embraces nature, human beings, 

and society, and all beings and phenomena have been adapted to this framework (Baek, 2012; 

Kim, 2012). It places high priority on maintaining harmony in order to achieve prosperity. In 

terms of Daoism, maintaining harmony is requires flexibility, as it involves continuous, 

dynamic re-accommodation to the constantly changing flux in the environment (Chen 2001, 

Chen and Miller 2011). The interpretation of and adaptation towards the continuous interplay 
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between Yin and Yang aspects generates balance and harmony in life (Chen et al., 2010; Kui, 

2011). In this sense, the East has tried to deal with uncertainties and complexities in life by 

embracing them, whereas the West has tried to reduce or substitute them [Li, (2016), p. 49]. 

Yin and Yang symbolise this flexibility and openness: the Yin-Yang symbol shows no absolute 

borderline between Yin and Yang (Chen and Miller, 2010; Fang and Faure, 2011; Kommonen, 

2011). Instead, a dot of Yin exists in Yang, and a dot of Yang exists in Yin. The curvy line in 

the symbol further implies that there is no absolute distinction. Rather, Yin-Yang principles 

embody duality, paradox, unity in diversity, change, and harmony (Chen, 2002; Li, 2014a). 

Natural dualities are good examples of this vision. Every object, experience or thought-process 

has Yin and Yang aspects as e.g. light (Yang) cannot exist without darkness (Yin), and vice 

versa.  

Yin-Yang also influences identity. In China, for example, an attempt to ask people whether 

they are ‘feminine’ or ‘masculine’, ‘implicit’ or ‘explicit’, ‘high-context’ or ‘low-context’ 

could make them confused, because they think more according to concepts of ‘both/and’, rather 

than ‘either/or’ (Chen, 2001, 2002; Fang, 2003, 2005; Fletcher and Fang, 2006). The duality 

is also used to signify the relationship of a human with his/her self, with others or his/her 

harmonic position with nature (Raphals, 1998).  

The principle of interplay between opposites in Yin-Yang contrasts to main Western principles, 

which rely mostly on logic and causal behaviour (Burtt, 1953). Recent studies looking into 

conceptualising Yin and Yang showed that it has the potential to react against the drawbacks 

of the logical frameworks in Western countries (Li, 1998, 2016), for example by framing 

ambiguity so as to ambiguity as a dimension of uncertainty [Li, (2016), p.46]. In this sense, 

Yin-Yang principles could provide new insights in intercultural collaborations and 
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management of business and economy (Li, 2016; Liu and Stening, 2016; Redding, 2017), 

although appropriate ways of blending eastern and western philosophies [Redding, (2017) p. 

153] need to be further explored.  

2.2 Confucianism and Yin-Yang in business 

Although there are many distinctions between the West and the East, Asian countries have 

shaped their economic strategies strongly towards Western-centred economic principles, 

focusing mostly on economic performance (Lee and McNulty, 2003; Warner, 2016; Yoon et 

al., 2017). Business decisions are largely drawn on cost and benefit, such that an appropriate 

decision-making process results in maximisation of shareholders’ well-being (Lee and 

McNulty, 2003). The need for economic growth in a rapidly globalising world forced Eastern 

countries to directly apply the advanced Western-oriented market principles, such as reduced 

government control –and therefore governmental protection- and free market competition 

(Deshpandé et al., 2004). As these principles strongly contrast Eastern thinking, adaptation to 

and acceptance of these values led to conflicts (Fletcher and Fang, 2006; Horak and Klein, 

2016; Yang and Horak, 2017). This was especially the case in Korea, where Confucianism has 

influenced society since the Choseon dynasty in such a manner that many Korean are proud 

about their Confucian traditions and regard them as unique Korean values [Chung, (2016), 

p.632]. For example, implementation of Western management strategies shifted business 

partnerships towards formal organisation, thereby overlooking the importance of informal 

organisations [Yang and Horak, (2017), p. 3]. Conflicts ultimately resulted in crises such as the 

1997 Asian financial crisis (Koo and Kiser, 2001). Western management styles therefore had 

to be modified to fit within the ‘paternalistic' and ‘communal culture’ of Korea [Yoon et al., 

(2017), p. 188]. It is through a balanced adaptation of Western values into Eastern traditions 
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(or, in other words, the search of harmony between contradictory elements) that Korea’s 

contemporary economic growth could be achieved (Kim et al., 2007). 

Before the era of a capitalist economy, Eastern business activities were human-centred, 

prioritising individuals’ attitudes to reach harmonious relationships between human beings and 

nature (Burtt, 1953; Chen et al., 2010; Yu and Xu, 2009). In contrast with Western countries, 

Eastern thoughts associated profitable or productive business relationships much more with 

friendships. Choosing business partners can often be based on Confucian principles. For 

example, the five ‘eternal virtues’ [Liu and Stening, (2016), p. 824] can be linked to five 

elements: wood, earth, fire, metal and water. When a person with a ‘wood’-centred nature (i.e. 

a person who likes to be in control and be busy) starts a business, it is better for him/her to have 

a partnership with a fire (sociable) or water (flexible) personality, rather than an earth (altruistic) 

or metal (self-contained) personality (Lee and McNulty, 2003). 

In Korea, friendliness between business partners within and between organisations still forms 

an important perspective for operating a business (Yeo et al., 2017). It provides particular 

obligations with regards to returning favours between partners (Chia, 2003), namely that 

“interpersonal justice causes the members of an organisation to expect to be rewarded in the 

future” [Yeo et al., 2017, p.2]. This attitude can however lead to corruption through corporates 

providing favours to receive favours in the future. An example of this pitfall is the latest scandal 

surrounding Korean ex-president Park Geun-Hye, whose aide Choi Soon-Sil was accused of 

receiving briberies from Korean multinational companies in return for political favours (Lee, 

2017).  

Korean business information also tends to use more indirect and symbolic expressions rather 

than the more direct approach of Western culture (Lee and McNulty, 2003). This indirectness 
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can be found in general in Korean society, with people for example saying “It is quite warm in 

this office” to indicate that they would like a window to be opened. In business, “no deal” will 

normally not be expressed as such, but more likely as “deal difficult to comply with”. 

The Yin-Yang duality can also be related with the dynamic movements of economic 

development. Economic acts arise from continuously transforming movements amongst 

market principles (Schumpeter, 2009), which continuously influence current Korean (and 

furthermore worldwide) economy. Koreans understand that economic conditions are 

changeable, rather than static. The duality of Yin-Yang can be extended into more complicated 

framework with endless movements that can include four (Yin in Yin, Yin in Yang, Yang in 

Yin and Yang in Yang), or more elements to explain economic environments (Yu and Xu, 

2009). Unlike a rather ‘hard’ Western description of financial crisis, Koreans see crisis periods 

as inevitable and periods of hardship which still include opportunities and will be followed by 

profitable times once balance between Yin and Yang is restored. The main aim during crisis is 

therefore to find ways of restoring Yin-Yang balance. In this sense, Korean people demand 

businesses and governmental institutions to take balanced decisions and investigate the reasons 

behind fortunes and misfortunes. One example is the 2008 candlelight manifestation, in which 

Koreans protested against the decision of the government to lift the ban on import of American 

beef (Lee, 2017). Korean people were concerned this lift was politically and economically 

driven and neglected public health concerns [Lee, (2017), p. 194-195]. More recently, 

manifestations to find the reasons behind the Sewol ferry incident, the potential lack of effort 

for saving people on board that ferry (Heo and Park, 2017; Huh et al., 2017), and following 

“mistrust, paranoia, and anger about the government” [Huh et al., (2017), p. 232] show the 

Korean community will not tolerate unbalanced decision-making and is committed to returning 

balance in life through understanding reasons behind crises. 
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2.3 Extracting Yin-Yang features from Hangeul vowels and colours 

Hangeul characters are regarded as the only characters embedding philosophical elements, as 

the character system was developed based on visual expressions of phonological qualities 

(Baek, 2012; Kim, 2012).The shape of Hangeul vowel characters originates from Yin-Yang 

duality (Baek, 2012; Brown and Yeon, 2015; Cho, 2006; Hong, 1990; Kim, 2012; Larsen and 

Heinz, 2012; Lee, 1984). Figure 1 shows how Yin-Yang is symbolised in vowels using three 

features (Cho, 2006; Daniels and Bright, 1996; Kim-Renaud, 1997; Kim, 1977).:  

• a horizontal line representing the Earth (the essence of Yin); 

• a dot (or circle) representing Heaven (the essence of Yang); and  

• a vertical line representing a standing Human, (the neutral mediator between Heaven 

and Earth.   

----------------------------- 

Figure 1 about here 

-------------------------------- 

Table 1 further demonstrates that the direction of the short line of a Hangeul vowel determines 

if a vowel symbolises Yin,  Yang or neutrality. Vowels can thus be interpreted as follows (Kim-

Renaud, 1997):  

• Yin vowels: a short horizontal line to the left of a vertical long line or a short vertical 

line below a horizontal long line.  

• Yang vowels: a short horizontal line to the right of a long vertical line or a short vertical 

line above a long horizontal line.  
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The bottom row shows double-vowels or combined vowels. Valid combinations can only 

consist of two Yang vowels, two Yang vowels or a Yin-Yang intermediate vowel combined 

with either a Yin or a Yang vowel. It is not possible to combine a Yang with a Yin vowel 

(Cho, 2006; Kim-Renaud, 1997; Kim, 1977).  

-------------------------------- 

Table 1 about here 

---------------------------------- 

As for the colour schemes, previous research has shown how traditional Korean culture 

associates colours with Yin-Yang symbolism (Kim, 1985, 2010; Lee and Kim, 2007; Lee et al., 

2012). Colours also correlate with the five elements (fire, wood, water, earth and metal), and 

therefore the five Confucian values (Kim, 2010; Shin et al., 2012). Based on these data, the 

current study relates Yin-Yang symbolism to colours as follows (Kim, 2019; Kommonen, 

2011):  

• Yang colours: red, green and orange 

• Yin colours: blue, purple, black, grey and white 

• Neutral colours: yellow and brown  

Based on the suggested framework on interpretation of colours and Hangeul vowels, it 

becomes possible to quantify how strongly traditional Yin-Yang values are incorporated in 

magazine front covers. This quantification can then be applied to a logic framework (such as 

BDL) for assessing how strongly Yin-Yang values modulate representation of the 2008 

financial crisis in economic magazines, as well as how this representation might influence 

readers’ perspectives towards this crisis. 
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3 Materials and Methods 

3.1 Dataset 

Front covers from Korean economic magazines were collected over the period 2007-2012 and 

included samples from: Daily Economy, Plus Economy, Next Economy, HK Business, Economy 

Insight, MK Economy, and MoneyWeek. All magazines communicate economic and financial 

news from a Korean perspective.  

A total of 745 front covers were collected. Each cover was scanned for the following features 

in order to be quantify its Yin-Yang contents: 

• Headline written in Korean to allow quantification of vowel Yin-Yang characteristics. 

• A cover headline consisting at least partially of native Korean words with a minimum 

of 2 Hangeul vowels. Vowels of non-native Korean words (e.g. Koreanised English) 

and (company) names were not included in the final analysis. 

• Well-defined background colours. In case the cover consisted of a picture/photo, the 

most profound colour of the picture was considered the background colour (e.g. blue 

for a picture of the Niagara waterfalls). Covers with multicoloured backgrounds were 

excluded.   

These inclusion criteria led to a total of 519 covers available for further analysis. 

3.2 Quantification of magazine front covers 

A potential way to quantify Yin-Yang symbolism is to represent Yin-Yang frameworks into 

purely logic-based frameworks. A logic-based Yin-Yang framework was recently developed 

by (Zhang et al., 2016). This framework is based on bipolar dynamic logic (BDL), which can 

be considered a “formal generalization of Boolean logic from static bivalent truth domain to 

dynamic equilibrium domain” [Zhang et al, (2016), p.726], thereby allowing a purely scientific 
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approach to the holistic and dualistic characteristics of Yin-Yang. Instead of the classic 

Boolean operators (0 and 1), BDL separates operators into 2 poles which can be positive (+1), 

neutral (0) or negative (-1). Combining 2 poles into one element leads to 4 basic elements 

which Zhang et al (2016) describe as a negative pole true/positive pole false unbalanced state 

(or {-1,0}), a negative pole false/positive pole true unbalanced state ({0,1}) a bipolar true or 

equilibrium ({-1,1}) and a bipolar false or non-existence {0,0}. These basic elements can be 

combined to create complex logic sentences (Zhang et al., 2016). 

Table 2 provides an overview of the data collected per year. Each cover was analysed for its 

Yin-Yang content based on three features: background (or most profound) colour (BC), 

headline text colour (HC) and headline vowel Yin-Yang characteristics (HV, based on vowels 

of Korean native words only). 

---------------------------------- 

Insert Table 2 about here 

----------------------------------- 

The quantitative codes ‘-1’, ‘0’ and ‘+1’ were assigned to each of the parameters as follows: 

• BC: Yin (-1), Yang (+1) or Yin-Yang neutral (0) 

• HC: Yin (-1), Yang (+1) or neutral (0), and 

• HV: Individual vowel characteristic were given a Yin (-1), Yang (+1) or neutral 

(0) value. After this, the sum of all vowels was taken to represent the balanced 

Yin-Yang content. HV sums were compared with the meaning of the entire 

headline to determine how well HV reflected the mood of the headline. 
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This quantification can be considered a simplification of the BDL framework for evaluating 

Yin-Yang content. A value of -1 (Yin) could be considered equal to a negative pole 

true/positive pole false unbalanced state, a value of +1 (Yang) to a negative pole false/positive 

pole true unbalanced state and a value of 0 (intermediate) to a bipolar true or equilibrium. A 

bipolar false or non-existence could be considered for headlines not containing Korean vowels 

(e.g. English or Chinese characters) as the rules for Yin-Yang content in these characters are 

undefined (Zhang, 2009). 

The tendency of parameters to reflect Yin, Yang or neutral perspectives on financial news was 

assessed by counting the number of magazines using a Yin, Yang or neutral parameter. The 

frequency of symbolising Yin, Yang and neutral values were compared for each parameter, as 

well as the sum over all parameters (results ranging from -3 to 3) for each year and over the 

entire 2007-2012 period. Similarities in fluctuations between Yin and Yang symbolism 

amongst parameters was assessed through cross-correlation. Similarly, cross-correlation 

between individual parameters and the sum was evaluated to determine if any of the parameters 

contributed more strongly to the behaviour of the sum. All data analysis was performed in 

MATLAB (version R2018a, The MathWorks, Natick, USA) 

Lastly, we used a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to determine if changes from Yin to Yang and 

back behaved periodically in the data. For this purpose, parameter data were resampled to 

obtain a periodic distribution equal to one sample per day. In case more than one magazine 

cover was published on a specific day, the mean value for individual parameters over the 

magazine covers was derived. We determined the main periodicity in change between Yin-

focused and Yang-focussed media coverage by identifying the frequency with the highest 

power in the FFT power spectrum.  
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3.3 Identification of Yin-Yang fluctuations with major financial crisis events.  

In order to establish a potential link between fluctuations in Yin-Yang content on the magazine 

covers and the financial crisis, we related changes in Yin-Yang content to major events in the 

financial crisis (e.g. the Northern Rock crisis). To determine a trend and avoid effects due to 

sudden fluctuations, we plotted events on the sum of Yin-Yang features after applying a 

moving average filter considering magazine samples of 4 weeks. 

3.4 Statistics 

A Friedman test with multiple comparisons was used to determine significant differences 

between Yin-Yang content frequencies between and within years. Significance of the dominant 

frequency was analysed by comparing its power to the average power of 40 neighbouring 

frequencies (20 above and 20 below) using an F-test with 2 and 80 degrees of freedom with 

Bonferroni correction for multiple (4) tests. We assumed statistical significance at an alpha 

level of 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS Statistics 25 (IBM, Armonk, USA). 

4 Results 

Figures 2 and 3 show examples of the quantitative analysis applied to positive (Yang) and 

negative (Yin) magazine covers, respectively. In Figure 2, images convey a bright message. In 

the left image ‘Happy workplace’, the background colour is Yin-Yang intermediate (0) and 

text colour and headline vowels are both Yang (+1), making the total score of +2. In the middle 

image, ‘Revolution of the Second Place’, the headline colour and the headline vowels are both 

Yang (and therefore coded +1), but the background colour is Yin (and therefore coded -1). The 

overall score sums to +1. In the right-hand image, ‘Kind Loan and Kind Fortune’, the 

background colour is Yin (-1), but the text colour and headline vowels are both Yang (twice 

+1), totalling +1. 
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--------------------------- 

Figure 2 about here 

--------------------------- 

On the other hand, in Figure 3, three cover images represent disastrous crisis. In the left image 

(‘The complicated bomb of irregular employment law’), the background colour, text colour and 

headline vowels are all Yin. Each of these three factors is therefore coded -1 and the score of 

the cover is -3. The middle image (‘Whereto is the Korean financial industry heading due to 

the US financial breakdown?’) has a neutral text colour but the background colour and headline 

text vowels are Yin (total equals -2). On the right image (‘How long will the economy be 

depressed?’), the background colour and headline vowels are Yin, but the headline text colour 

is neutral. The score over the entire cover is -2. 

----------------------- 

Figure 3 about here 

---------------------------- 

4.1 Distribution of Yin-Yang content  

The distribution of Yin-Yang content for each parameter per year is shown in Figure 4. A 

correlation coefficient between HV and the meaning of the headline was 0.64. We observed 

that BC was strongly Yin-driven for all years. HC and HV were more evenly distributed, with 

HC being more Yin-driven for years 2007, 2011 and 2012 and more Yang-driven for 2008 till 

2010. HV was consistently more Yang-driven. Friedman tests showed that, for each year, the 

distributions of the 3 parameters were significantly different (p<0.001). The multiple 

comparisons showed that BC was always significantly different from HV, and significantly 
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different from HC for all years except 2007. HC and HV were significantly different for 2012 

only (p=0.04). The distribution between each of the parameters over the total period also 

appeared significantly different (Figure 4(d), p<0.001).  

--------------------------------------- 

Figure 4 about here 

---------------------------------------- 

4.2 Parameter correlations and periodicity 

Table 3 shows the correlation coefficients between the three parameters, and each parameter 

with the sum over all parameters. Correlations between parameters were weak, with the 

strongest correlation existing between HC and HV (-0.097). Correlations between the sum and 

parameters showed the strongest correlation between the sum and HV (0.617), and the weakest 

correlation between the sum and BC (0.527).  

To further analyse the periodicity of change between Yin and Yang content for each parameter 

data were analysed in the frequency-domain after resampling to one publication per day. 

Results showed a fundamental period of 81.04 days for BC, 41.28 days for HC, 84.15 days for 

HV and 37.08 days for the sum. A comparison of spectral power at frequencies related to these 

periods with the average power of 40 neighbouring frequencies (20 above and 20 below) 

showed only the power of the fundamental period for BC was significantly stronger than its 

neighbouring frequencies (p=0.0024, Bonferroni correction). This indicates a well-defined 

periodicity existed only for the BC parameter. 

---------------------------------- 

Table 3 about here 
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--------------------------------- 

4.3 Yin-Yang content in relation with financial crisis events 

The behaviour of the sum of Yin-Yang content over the full crisis period is given in Figure 5. 

The figure further indicates major events occurring during the crisis period. Overall, the sum 

of Yin-Yang content appears to fluctuate around 0, with positive peaks and negative troughs. 

There does not seem to be a direct relationship between troughs and negative events, nor 

between peaks and positive events.  

--------------------------- 

Figure 5 about here 

----------------------------- 

5 Discussion 

Across the wide and indigenous discipline of management studies, more attention is being paid 

to the concept of Yin-Yang to determine how it can contribute to merging Eastern and Western 

management strategies, thereby creating hybrid strategies that improve current standards 

(Fletcher and Fang, 2006; Li, 2014a). It is important, however, to learn how to apply theoretical 

frameworks of Yin-Yang into real-life situations occurring within a managerial environment. 

In this work, Yin-Yang duality was applied in order to provide an alternative interpretation of 

the 2008 financial crisis compared to Western strategies (Brassett and Clarke, 2012; De Cock 

et al., 2011; Goodhart, 2008; Tourish and Hargie, 2012). The representation of the 2008 

financial crisis in South Korean media is one example of implementing Yin-Yang principles in 

order to search for opportunities during an economically disastrous period. This paper shows, 

through quantitative analysis, that Yin-Yang values play a major role in representation of crisis 
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in South Korea, although the country has found strong inspiration in developing finance and 

business models, as well as social behaviour, from the West.  

5.1 Importance of Yin-Yang in Korean life 

Several studies have indicated that merging Western management theories with non-Western 

culture can lead to challenges within societies (Luo and Rui, 2009). According to Leung (2006), 

culture and economic development influence one another, and Korea’s (but also China’s, 

Taiwan’s, Hong Kong’s and Singapore’s) current economic success based on re-interpretation 

of long-standing values and incorporation of Western theories has induced value changes in 

the East. Economically, Korea has strongly benefitted from Western-driven management 

theories and practices, becoming a main player in the international market. Yet in order to 

achieve this, Korea has been forced to maintain emphasis on finding a balance between 

conflicting forces created through interaction between Western and Eastern perspectives in its 

business organisations and, more generally, its society (Kim and Park, 2003). As part of finding 

this balance in life and within the society, Korean culture puts high priority on establishing 

harmony based on Confucian principles, especially Yin-Yang perspectives (Baek, 2012; Kim, 

2000, 2001, 2012). 

In a similar way, research studies have developed theoretical frameworks on how merging Yin-

Yang perspective with Western culture could optimise management strategies. There is, 

however, a lack of tools for evaluating how strongly these philosophical context are embedded 

in the worlds perception of ordinary eastern communities, making it difficult to determine to 

what extent Yin-Yang principles benefit these communities, let alone how they could benefit 

Western society. The aim of the paper was therefore to develop a context-specific quantitative 

method that measures the abstract concept of Yin-Yang within Korean society. This method 
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was applied to the interpretation of economic magazine cover images around the 2008 financial 

crisis (2007-2012). We believe it is the first time that such a quantitative analysis is performed 

for assessing the impact of cultural values on the perception of global events. 

5.2 The pattern of Yin-Yang harmony during the 2008 financial crisis  

For every parameter (i.e. BC, HC, and HV), we calculated the frequency of Yin-Yang 

numerical values on the front covers to determine whether specific patterns in the behaviour of 

Yin-Yang concepts showed harmony between positive and negative signs during the crisis 

period, in accordance with the Korean idea about crisis. We also investigated fundamental 

periods over which parameters covered a full Yin-Yang cycle.  

According to Figure 4, BC showed a high frequency of Yin-based values. It therefore seems 

evident that economic magazine front covers were immersed in communicating disastrous 

situations, as expected in crisis times. On the other hand, HC and HV correspond more strongly 

to harmonious interactions of Yin-Yang characteristics, with HC showing no particular 

tendency over the years, but HV showing tendency to Yang. One could therefore argue that the 

headline text is used by the magazine designers to indicate balanced positive and negative sides 

of the crisis. The BC distribution could then be interpreted as a reminder to the reader that, 

although there are positive and negative sides of the crisis, overall the economy remains in a 

crisis. This principle can be corroborated by analysing the correlation coefficients between the 

parameters and the sum, which was highest for the HC and HV parameters. The correlations 

amongst the parameters were weak, indicating that parameters appear to behave independently 

from one another, and therefore contribute independently to the behaviour of the sum of the 

entire crisis period. The higher correlation between HV and the sum can infer that the designers 

are using the vowel Yin-Yang characteristics to drive the cover image to a more balanced (but 
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still mostly negative) Yin-Yang content. One could argue that positive vowel structure does 

not necessarily mean the designers used positive words, as for example the Hangeul word for 

bad (nappeun: 나쁜) contains a Yang-characteristic and neutral vowel. Hangeul also still 

follows the rules of Yin-Yang harmony (Figure 1), meaning that Yin vowels should not occur 

with Yang vowels in, e.g. verb conjugations, and specific consonants related to the Five 

Elements (water, wood, fire, metal and earth) should not be linked with Yin or Yang vowels 

(Sohn, 2001). Puns and metaphors are also frequently used in Korean language (Han and Ahn, 

2004), meaning that positive words might be used in headlines to provide a humoristic (or 

sarcastic) tone to the message. Moreover, as Korean culture has been influenced by the West, 

designers might direct their use of colours to target a ‘Western’ interpretation. One example 

would be the use of red, originally a Yang-based colour, to indicate danger. Previous work 

interviewing designers has suggested that selecting colours based on Yin-Yang principles 

might not be intentional, in the sense that colours are chosen strictly on their Yin-Yang features, 

but that there is a tendency with the designers to show positive and negative aspects of crisis 

on the cover images (Kim, 2016). However, designers indicated that their use of particular 

symbols or signs is based on generalised perceptions of Korean society. These alternative 

design philosophies explain why the correlation between HV and the meaning of the entire 

headline can be considered good (0.64), but not excellent. 

The periodicity of change between Yin and Yang appeared to be shorter for the HC parameter. 

This slow periodicity further indicates that BC and HV indicate slower trends during financial 

crisis, while HC shows shorter term changes between Yin and Yang.  

Finally, the sum of three factors was used to determine the role of Yin-Yang symbolism in 

interpreting the seriousness of Korean financial breakdown or recovery. Figure 5 shows 
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particular peaks and troughs, especially in the early stages of the crisis (2007-2008). These do 

not necessarily correspond to positive or negative events indicated on the graph, possibly due 

to different focus of Korean magazines towards implications of crisis events in the USA and 

Europe on local economy. Indeed, looking at the headlines of Korean economic magazine 

during the Lehman Brothers, Northern Rock or other crises indicated in the graph shows that 

these events are not particularly highlighted. Instead, summaries of events are described in 

editions weeks or months after the events. This observation can be considered a further 

indicator of Koreans striving towards balance between positive and negative aspects of the 

crisis. Rather than immediately perceiving the crisis events as disastrous, an analysis of the 

benefits and drawbacks of the new situation is performed and a balanced conclusion made 

based on these interpretations. 

5.3 Korea’s perspectives on the 2008 financial crisis parallel with the 1997 financial crisis 

Before the 2008 financial crisis, Korea had gone through a similar economic downfall during 

the 1997 Asian financial crisis. The 1997 crisis was mainly caused by reduced state-control on 

companies (Koo and Kiser, 2001). Originally, Korean government had close control over 

business, with specific regulations about how companies should plan their financial strategies. 

In the beginning of the 1990s, these regulations were significantly relaxed. This led to company 

overinvestment and corruptive extension of companies to already saturated industries (Chang 

et al., 1998). The aggressive business strategies together with uncontrolled liberalisation of 

capital accounts eventually led to fast increasing foreign debts, business failures or mergers 

and acquisitions (M&A) takeovers, and a devaluation of Korean currency. The Korean 

government needed to cover for a high number of loans or take over debts, leading to the sharp 

economic downturn inducing the need for International Monetary Fund (IMF) intervention 
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(Chang et al., 1998). This induced severe restrictions on and reforms of economic governance 

(Chang et al., 1998; Koo and Kiser, 2001; Shin and Chang, 2005).  

Even though Koreans were experiencing harsh financial issues during the 1997 crisis, a strong 

belief existed that it was possible to return to a healthy, independent economy (Kee, 2008). 

Combined with international aid, external regulations for economic restructure and the focus 

on community as one of the main principles of Confucianism, the time of crisis made almost 

every Korean participate in the successful financial recovery and swift restoration of stability 

in the Korean economy (Kee, 2008). Media played an important role in representing people’s 

perspectives on events. To help Korean people keep confidence that the crisis would be solved 

by their sacrifices, media started, for example, to cover stories of Korean athletes performing 

well in the USA to symbolise global Korean success, the need for individual self-governance 

and the duty of individuals to their family and their nation, and showing that positive events 

continuously occur, even during harsh economic times (Cho, 2008). 

5.4 Implications for multicultural collaboration: message interpretation 

Correctly interpreting messages between parties is of major importance in any form of 

collaboration. It is well known, however, that individual and socio-cultural factors affect 

message interpretation (Edwards, 2011). From this perspective, Yin-Yang can be a medium to 

help understanding Eastern cultural identities in the modern globalised society. Although Yin-

Yang is becoming more and more known in the West, its perception remains immature, as it is 

still often seen as a separation of good and bad, rather than a paradoxical, harmonious 

coexistence of both (Jenco, 2007). This paper shows how Yin-Yang is used as a means of 

seeking life balance in a practical example on assessing Korean economic media 

communication during the 2008 financial crisis.  
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Media has the power to influence social behaviour, whilst itself being used to bend perspective 

of people to social, economic or political changes (Bail, 2012). By quantitatively analysing 

Yin-Yang features from magazine covers, this paper provides further evidence of the 

importance of shaping messages by including cultural values when communicating to Korean, 

communities, as they still value these symbols for representing events. As the harmony between 

Yin and Yang features on the cover magazines appears to evolve towards a more neutral 

standpoint during the crisis, it provides insight in the behaviour of Koreans (and how media 

shapes behaviour of Koreans) to perceiving the financial crisis as an event with benefits and 

disadvantages, rather than a disaster. In this sense, understanding Yin/Yang-driven 

philosophical backgrounds can shed light on developing potential future developments in 

cross-cultural or multi-cultural management theory and practice. 

Other studies have also shown the intricate relationship between media and society. A study 

comparing Korean and American photojournalism showed that Korean photos emphasize 

groups and main news messages, whereas American photos give more emphasis to individuals 

and additional features, which is in accordance with cultural values (Kim and Kelly, 2008). 

Studies on advertisement, further showed that Korean advertisements are more implicit 

compare to American (Cho et al., 1999). Newspapers in the UK also tend towards local news 

when comparing Scottish papers to their English counterparts (Rosie et al., 2004). Media also 

changes in accordance with changes within a society. As such, it is of importance to use English 

in Korean advertisements if the advertiser desires to show he/she is trendy, as the use of English 

has been shown to be interpreted as a linguistic expression of modernity (Lee, 2006). On the 

other hand, media influences society, as studies have shown that media violence can lead to 

more aggressive behaviour in a society (Anderson and Bushman, 2002), and that people 

evaluate political messages differently when presented through journalists compared to direct 
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communication with politicians (Fogarty and Wolak, 2009). Lastly, advertisements and news 

features have been shown to be able to influence people’s mood based on their contents (Bail, 

2012; Bessenoff, 2006). 

5.5 Implications for enhancing organisation and business strategies 

It has been claimed that Chinese banks were not harmed as much as Western banks during the 

financial crisis thanks to a more abrupt reaction when the crisis erupted and applying a better 

strategy to manage the crisis (Li et al., 2012). The authors claimed that the difference between 

Western and Eastern business strategies lies in Eastern businesses consistently make small 

modifications to maintain the balance between Yin and Yang, whereas Western businesses tend 

to review and modify their strategies irregularly, but more drastically.  

As discussed earlier, Korean businesses also follow to some extent traditional values in making 

decisions on collaborations (Lee and McNulty, 2003). By providing a real-life analysis of the 

incorporation of these cultural values in economic news conveyance, this paper provides 

Western scholars and managers a practical example of how a balanced implementation of 

Eastern perspectives and practices can provide means for business communication and (crisis) 

management strategies. Likewise, the paper encourages the Eastern scholars and managers to 

understand their management practices are, consciously and unconsciously, influenced by 

traditional values. As such, they can be more responsive towards the issues, desires and 

practices involved in communicating with Western partners, which can be important in the 

context of global management contexts. Previous studies have indeed shown that investigating 

transformations within an organisation based on Yin-Yang principles could lead to an 

improved understanding of possible effects of future re-organisations within companies (Hatch 

et al., 2015). 
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6 Conclusion 

This study provides a tool for quantitatively analysing Yin-Yang symbolism in communication 

based on Korean economic magazine covers. It provides a unique insight in how balance 

between optimism and pessimism is achieved in Korean society when conveying crisis events. 

By applying a quantitative framework for analysing Yin-Yang symbolism, the study presents 

an algorithm that is compatible with Western semiotic analysis on message conveyance and 

interpretation, simultaneously allowing an improved interpretation of messages originating 

from Eastern societies. 

This paper contributes to the field of cross-cultural management in that it demonstrates a 

practical example of how integration of Western and Eastern principles can provide alternative 

strategies on responding to (crisis) events. Combining results from the current study with 

historical analysis of contemporary Korean business management allows improved 

understanding on where Western and Eastern strategies can be merged, and which caveats 

might occur when exposing a community to these merged strategies. 

The study is limited to applying a quantitative framework to the analysis of Yin-Yang 

symbolism in economic magazines, which communicate news from the specific viewpoint of 

financial and economic causes and consequences. Although previous work has shown that 

Korean cover designers explicitly look for balance between positive and negative messages 

(Kim, 2019), future studies could be directed towards comparing the quantification of Yin-

Yang on cover images with interpretation of covers from a cohort of lay people to determine 

how obvious Yin-Yang symbolism is perceived by the Korean public.  

Future studies could be directed towards applying the quantitative Yin-Yang analysis in studies 

on communication between Western and Eastern communities. Moreover, future case studies 
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on merging Eastern and Western management philosophies and strategies are deemed 

necessary to improve understanding on how, when and to what extent both strategies can be 

hybridised. 
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 Notes 

1For the remainder of this paper, West and western refer to European, including Anglo-

American, traditions of thought following Greco-Roman and Judeo-Christian foundations and 

their transformations into various modernisms including Western secularism, capitalism, and 

scientific positivism (Adams St Pierre, 2016; Kim, 2019; Nisbett, 2004). 

2For the remainder of this paper, East and eastern refer to Asian traditions of thought following 

Confucian foundations and its transformations such as Buddhism or Taoism (Yum, 1988). 
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 Tables 

Table 1: Overview of the economic magazine front cover dataset sampled over the period 
2007-2012. 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2007-2012 

Number of data 

samples 
100 61 83 134 176 181 735 
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Table 2: Yin and Yang contents of Korean vowels. The short lines indicate if a vowel is Yin, Yang or 

intermediate. 

 Yang Yin Yin-Yang Intermediate 

Vowels with a long 
vertical line 

ㅏ,ㅑ,ㅐ,ㅒ ㅓ,ㅕ,ㅔ,ㅖ ㅣ 

Vowels with a long 
horizontal line 

ㅗ,ㅛ ㅜ,ㅠ ㅡ 

Double vowels ㅘ,ㅙ,ㅚ ㅝ,ㅞ,ㅟ ㅢ 
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Table 3: Correlation coefficients between parameters and each parameter with the sum of parameters. P-values 

are given between parenthesis. 

 Background Colour 
(BC) 

Headline Text 
Colour (KT) 

Headline Vowel 
(KV) 

Sum 

Background Colour 
(BC) 

    

Headline Text Colour 
(KT) 

-0.08 (<0.001)    

Headline Vowel (KV) -0.06 (0.004) -0.13 (p<0.001)   

Sum 0.38 (<0.001) 0.55 (<0.001) 0.61 (<0.001)  
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 Figure captions 

 

Figure 1: The origin of the Korean language (redrawn from (King, 1996)). 

Figure 2: Positive images during the Korean financial crisis. Left: ‘The happy workplace.’ 

(sum = +2). Middle: ‘Revolution of the second place.’ (sum = +1). Right: ‘Kind loan and kind 

fortune.’ (sum = +1). 

Figure 3: Negative moments in the Korean financial crisis. Left: ‘The complicated bomb of 

the irregular employment law’ (sum = -3). Middle: ‘Whereto is the Korean financial industry 

heading due to the US financial breakdown?’ (sum = -2). Right: ‘How long will the economy 

be depressed?’ (sum = -2). 

Figure 4: A-C) Distribution of Yin-Yang content in individual years for background colour 

(A), headline text colour (B) and headline vowel Yin-Yang characteristics (C). Numbers above 

graphs indicate the number of covers analysed per year. D) Distribution of parameters over the 

full period between 2007-2012. 

Figure 5: Behaviour of Yin-Yang sum over the financial crisis period. Main crisis events are 

indicated with dotted lines, positive news is indicated with dashed lines. 
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